05 rendezvous

We bought our Buick used in from a big dealer not Buick. Have to admit we used to joke about
getting a Buick after we passed 50 and we did. This car replaced a much-love, much driven
minivan that I pretty much drove til the wheels fell off. The Rendezvous was on the back of the
dealer's lot and was the internet special that weekend - I had never even heard of one, but now
that I own one I see a lot of them on the highways around here. This car is a pleasure to drive - I
bought the extended warranty because it had 99, miles on it at the time of the sale but we had
no reason to utilize it. This car is solid, better handling than anything I've had in the past. We
bought ours in 08 with Now has Its quiet, comfortable for all day driving. Would reccomend it to
anybody. This vehicle is best in class for a No up to date technology but it is roomy and rides
like a new car. Bought this from a dealer and it was 1 year old. We have replaced rear bearings,
the power steering pump twice, and now the rear differential has went out. The seats do not fold
completely down, so there goes the cargo space, and just look at those cloth seats and they
stain! I absolutely hate it!! I've purchased this vehicle with excitement only to find out that it is
high maintenance with very expensive repairs. Rear hatch handle broke easily, snow builds up
in wheel well, gas gauge has a mind of it's own, spedometer also has a mind of it's own. Too
many problems with this vehicle and very very very disappointed with the many repairs having
to be made. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Rendezvous. View
Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars
2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all Rendezvouses for sale. Sponsored cars
related to the Rendezvous. Sign Up. Displaying 1 - 10 of Buick Rendezvous 10 reviews. Engine
runs smooth and plenty of horsepower. Interior and exterior colors are well done. Plenty of
room and handles nicely. Be prepared to spend more than average repair costs as this vehicle
needed many replacement parts and repairs thus far. Cons: Typical GM built vehicle-many parts
are of inferior quality. Pearl â€” was a bit skeptical about getting this car but needed too overall
a very good reliable car great comfy lots of room looks not so big on but the wife tells me if it
looked fancy than it might get stolen true that. Design problems are apparent with the Front
Hubs needing replacement around every 50, mi. Tailgate leather strap breaks easily. Back
brakes needed replaced every 50, mi. Fuel Pump and Instrument cluster replaced as well as
transmission rebuilt. Also needed an electric control module ECM. Water leaks from AC or
drainage hoses into floor driver and passenger area. Pros: Body and interior in very good
condition. Many issues involving repair problems have been taken care of. AWD has come in
handy. It was fun to drive. Lots of good visibility. I especially like that you rode high, but didn't
need running boards to get in the car. I'm always twisting my back or bumping my head trying
to negotiate running boards. The seats could fold up for lots of cargo area or just take the out
all together if you need more room for whatever reason. The cup-holders are logically placed in
the front and back of the vehicle and lots of little storage compartments everywhere. No wasted
space anywhere. Now, Where Can I find an Suv to replace mine? Pros: Very sporty and classy
looking SUV. I liked it the first day I got it in and I like it just as much today. I have had zero
maintenance issues with this car. It's fun to drive, especially on trips as you can remove back
seats and blow up air mattresses if you want. Lots of extra plug in for your devices. It rides nice
and had a safe feel to it. Cons: The con is they stopped making them? The only other problem
I've had were the lumbar knobs fell off and no matter what the shop did, they kept falling off.
The braking is great and it handles well for a SUV. The build quality is good, there are no rattles,
etc. The styling is luxurious and sleek for a SUV that is. The major downfall is the gas mileage.
Sure it is fun to drive but the transmission is horrible and it usually goes before the vehicle has ,
miles on it. Another problem is this is the type of vehicle that has a million minor problems that
are just a pain in the ass! Cons: The transmission sucks and is unreliable. It is also very costly
to fix. Some people call it a van Pros: Cops dont pull over and old person vehicle. My Favorite
Car â€” I love that it's a big car, with seating for 8 and very comfortable. It also gets decent gas
mileage for a car this size. I'm very disappointed that Buick does not make this anymore. This
vehicle has about miles on it, so GM has denied providing assistance. You are sitting very high.
I rented this one, when i was roadtriped in florida The ride is smooth and low noise. I drove
miles once a month and only used a tank of gas. Nice family car or good for commuting to work
especially on the highway. Has k no problem with motor. Trans started to hesitate going into
first gear I haf transmission flushed out and put a new filter in it haven't had any problems
since. Pros: good on the road. Repaired power steering leak and changed the battery twice plus
regular maintenance. Cons: Because i'm short and side mirror are huge that created a blind
spot at the intercessions. Other than that i have no regrets. The inside isnt cleaned at all and
smells chokingly Read More. As stated in the Cons, when traveling with a family of 6, it is tight.
However, having the captains seating in the 2nd row makes getting in and out of the car very
easy. The car handles great, is ve Good looking vehicle that can haul quite a bit of stuff. Very
comfortable ride with a clean looking interior. Has all the convenience items and has been

extremely reliable. Very nice ride in warmer I love Buick Rendezvous Yes, they have their minor
issues as most older cars I paint, so excellent car for my supplies This is not a mind-blowing
vehicle - good or bad. If you're a traditional Buick owner, you'll hate it. If you're a Baja
off-roader, you'll hate it. If you're somewhere in between, you'll find it an Its a good vehicle
minus all the stuff that goes bad on it. BUT thats a vehicle for you, especially if you are buying it
used. I love mine though. Few more things to fix and it will be perfect! I love the looks, comfort,
and gas mileage of this little suv. I like the inside comfort both front and back, big outside
mirrors, and appearance. Also I like third row seating, it is very good for big family. If you
choose not to use the 3rd row seats, then you Have you driven a Buick Rendezvous? Rank This
Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories. Clear selections. Back
Seats:. Is this helpful? Yes No. Cargo Capacity:. Pearl â€” was a bit skeptical about getting this
car but needed too overall a very good reliable car great comfy lots of room looks not so big on
but the wife tells me if it looked fancy than it might get stolen true that Pros: everything. Cons:
looks. Jim writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Body and interior in very good
condition. Cons: Many components needed replacing. Beverly writes:. Primary Use: Commuting
to work Pros: It is large and comfortable. Jake writes:. Cons: bad gas mileage. Diane writes:.
EWilling writes:. Owner for 0 years, 10 months Miles Driven per Year: 15, Pros: very comfortable
ride. Cons: narrow front seating. Johan writes:. I rented this one, when i was roadtriped in
florida Pros: Big, Fast, Easy to drive. Cons: Gas drinking. Primary Use: Commuting to work
Pros: good on the road. Reviews From Other Years. Read all Buick Rendezvous reviews. Read
all 3 Buick Rendezvous reviews. Read all 7 Buick Rendezvous reviews. Read all 5 Buick
Rendezvous reviews. Read all 14 Buick Rendezvous reviews. Cars compared to Buick
Rendezvous. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Buick
Rendezvous to Related Models. Select Year Yes No Looking for a Used Rendezvous in your
area? Owner for 0 years, 10 months Miles Driven per Year: 15, Pros: very comfortable ride Cons:
narrow front seating 7 of 9 people found this review helpful. I rented this one, when i was
roadtriped in florida Pros: Big, Fast, Easy to drive Cons: Gas drinking 10 of 14 people found this
review helpful. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing
Details. The financing team at North Coast Auto Mall has decades of experience and
wide-ranging lending relationships to get you financed on the vehicle of your dreams! Visit us
online at All of our vehicles are inspected and reconditioned by ASE certified technicians. North
Coast Auto Mall sets out to offer all clients great prices, flexible financing terms, high-quality
vehicles, and a thoroughly transparent buying process. Please call us today to begin your
purchase! We are excited to offer this Buick Rendezvous. As a compact SUV, this vehicle packs
all the performance of a full-size into a package that easily navigates the urban terrain. Low, low
mileage coupled with an exacting maintenance program make this vehicle a rare find. The look
is unmistakably Buick, the smooth contours and cutting-edge technology of this Buick
Rendezvous will definitely turn heads. We look forward to seeing you soon! Please call us for
more information. Internet Listing must be printed to qualify for "Last Chance", Liquidation

pricing. Visit us at West State Rd. Call us today Best of all the price you see is the price you pay.
No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject
to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant
methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or
prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Recent Arrival! Our experienced sales
staff is eager to share its knowledge and enthusiasm with you. We encourage you to browse our
online inventory, schedule a test drive and investigate financing options. Prices for new
Chevrolet vehicles are based GM Employee pricing eligibility. You can also request more
information about a vehicle by calling or texting us at See dealer for complete details. Do so
much more with one vehicle. This Buick Rendezvous gives you everything you need an
automobile to be. It's not a misprint. And the odometer isn't broken. This is a very low mileage
Buick Rendezvous. A rare find these days. At Green Buick Gmc every used vehicle qualifies for
Green Care which includes 2 years or 24, miles of basic maintenance!!! Come in and bid to get
crazy deals! Come during the week or early Saturday to sit in, start up, and inspect the vehicles
before you bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can even test drive this car to your own mechanic for
inspection on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its Automatic transmission and Gas V6 3. Odometer is miles
below market average! Check out this Buick Rendezvous before it's too late! Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles
for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine
Details Transmissi
2006 hyundai sonata interior parts
2008 bmw 328xi 0 60
solex carb diagram
on Automatic Engine Type Gas Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Are You Getting a Good Deal? Price
Drop. No accidents. Know The Deal. New Listing. Title issue. Showing 1 - 18 out of 39 listings.
Overall Consumer Rating. We bought our Buick used in from a big dealer not Buick. Have to
admit we used to joke about getting a Buick after we passed 50 and we did. This car replaced a
much-love, much driven minivan that I pretty much drove til the wheels fell off. The Rendezvous
was on the back of the dealer's lot and was the internet special that weekend - I had never even
heard of one, but now that I own one I see a lot of them on the highways around here. This car is
a pleasure to drive - I bought the extended warranty because it had 99, miles on it at the time of
the sale but we had no reason to utilize it. This car is solid, better handling than anything I've
had in the past. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

